A Proactive Approach to Preventing Non-Performing Assets

In the US, financial institutions lose billions of dollars in potential revenue
every year due to Non-Performing Assets.
A Non-Performing Asset (NPA), typiclaly occurring after 90 days of non-payment, is a loan that no longer
creates income for the lender. Although the current average NPA in the US is about 1%, it amounts to tens
of billions of dollars in lost revenue. These numbers surge in times of economic recession, increasing risk for
financial institutions and wreaking havoc on their portfolios.
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Spearhead your financial institution’s ability to become more resilient
while recovering millions of dollars in lost revenue.
Delinkure is a NPA prevention tool that utilizes Advanced Predictive Modeling to help financial institutions
proactively prevent loans from becoming NPAs. This results in increased revenue and lending capacity, as
well as greater strength during economic fluctuations.





Customizable Rule Engine
Adjust rule sensitivity and decide which
determining factors work best for your needs.

Permission Based Hierarchy
Assign additional users with specific permissions
and tasks.





Streamlined Case Management Workflow
Each module is configured to only show
information relevant to your institution.

Scalable Functionality
Easily enhance the system with new features as
your company grows.





Compatible With All Core Banking Software
Daily batch file integration with your core banking
system makes setup quick and easy.

US Based Support and Implementation
Our team in Portland, OR is available to help
Monday - Friday from 8am - 5pm PST.


“Best NPA Management Solution”
BFSI Information and Technology Awards

Schedule a Delinkure demo today!







delinkure@speridian.com

503.457.4344

www.speridian.com/delinkure

Developed by Speridian Technologies
Speridian Technologies has empowered its clients with cutting-edge technology solutions for over 20
years. Our experience in the Financial Services, Healthcare, Manufacturing, Public Sector, e-Commerce, and
Education industries gives us the necessary tools to develop simple solutions for complex problems.
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